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Abstract.—The popularity of relaxed clock Bayesian inference of clade origin timings has generated several recent 
publications with focal results considerably older than the fossils of the clades in question. Here, we critically examine two 
such clades: the animals (with a focus on the bilaterians) and the mammals (with a focus on the placentals). Each example 
displays a set of characteristic pathologies which, although much commented on, are rarely corrected for. We conclude 
that in neither case does the molecular clock analysis provide any evidence for an origin of the clade deeper than what is 
suggested by the fossil record. In addition, both these clades have other features (including, in the case of the placental 
mammals, proximity to a large mass extinction) that allow us to generate precise expectations of the timings of their 
origins. Thus, in these instances, the fossil record can provide a powerful test of molecular clock methodology, and why it 
goes astray, and we have every reason to think these problems are general. [Cambrian explosion; mammalian evolution; 
molecular clocks.]

The apparent clash between molecular clock estimates 
of the time of origins of clades versus what the fossil 
record might be thought to say has been a significant 
source of anxiety in the last two decades (e.g. dos Reis 
and Yang 2013; Bromham et al. 2018; Bromham 2019; 
Klopfstein 2021). Nevertheless, the fossil record clearly 
shows a significant structure that would be difficult 
to reconcile with such general unreliability (Benton et 
al. 2000, 2009). In addition, our ability to map rapid 
post-extinction radiations (Budd and Jensen 2003) such 
as at least ordinal-level placental mammals strongly 
suggests that, in some cases, the fossil record must be 
giving us a more or less accurate picture of temporal 
evolution.

Molecular clock estimates, which have sometimes 
been argued to have essentially taken over from the 
fossil record as the ultimate measures of evolution-
ary time (Warnock et al. 2012), conversely, often give 
much larger gaps between first appearances of clades 
and the fossil record. To give some recent examples of 
the estimated gaps between the first recognized fos-
sil of a clade and the 95% credible interval of molec-
ular clock estimates: beetles (55–134 myr older than 
the oldest fossil (Cai et al. 2022)); sand dollar and sea 
biscuit echinoids (40–65 myr (Mongiardino Koch et al. 
2022)); cheilostome bryozoans (132–238 myr (Orr et 
al. 2022)); angiosperms (23–121 myr (Barba-Montoya 
et al. 2018)); and bilaterians (50–143 myr (dos Reis et 
al. 2015)). Thus, one ends up in the curious situation 
where the fossil record is taken seriously in provid-
ing a prior for the ages of nodes, but in retrospect is 
discovered to be wildly unreliable. The possible rea-
sons for these sorts of large gaps have been much dis-
cussed, but here we wish to focus on how calibration 

ranges are converted to priors, and the influence that 
those priors then have on the outcome. Whilst these 
issues have been the subject of considerable discussion 
in the literature (Warnock et al. 2015; Barba-Montoya 
et al. 2017), we do not believe that these discussions 
have been followed through to their logical conclu-
sion, which, as we argue here, is that relaxed clocks 
do not provide good evidence for large gaps between 
clade origins and their fossil record. As a focal point 
for our investigation, we take two rather notorious 
nodes: the origin of the animals (dos Reis et al. 2015), 
and the place of the bilaterians within them, and the 
origin of the placental mammals (Álvarez-Carretero 
et al. 2022); both of which have generated consider-
able controversy. We have chosen these two studies, 
first because they are of widespread interest in their 
own right, and indeed are widely taken (as we shall 
argue below, incorrectly) to show that the fossil record 
of the early parts of these radiations is unreliable; and 
secondly, because of the broader implications that can 
be drawn from them; that is, we believe the problems 
we dicuss are inherent in relaxed clock analyses in 
general.

In the following, we use the following terminology: 
calibration density: the user-defined distribution of 
plausible ages of a tree node based on (in these cases) 
the fossil record; effective prior: the prior probability 
distribution that is constructed from the calibration 
densities by enforcement of known topological con-
straints. We note that while calibration densities are 
defined independently for each node, the effective pri-
ors of all the nodes are interdependent to some degree 
since they must obey the topological ordering of the 
tree.
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Materials and Methods

In the following, we reproduced the MCMCTree 
molecular clock analyses of dos Reis et al. (2015) and 
Álvarez-Carretero et al. (2022) using PAML4.8 and 
PAML4.9 (Yang 2007) respectively, and the molecular 
datasets associated with each. In both cases, we used 
the efficient approximation method (dos Reis and Yang 
2011) as in the original studies, that is, an estimation 
of the Hessian and gradient was first calculated with 
BASEML that was then fed into a final MCMCTree infer-
ence. For the metazoan study, we used the LG+Γ4+F 
substitution model (as in dos Reis et al. (2015)) and the 
independent rate relaxed clock, and we used the two 
partition dataset. Other priors were set as in the original 
paper (i.e. mean rate prior of G(2,40) and for σ2 G(1,10), 
both with a gamma-Dirichlet distribution; and parame-
ters for the birth–death priors for uncalibrated nodes of 
λ = μ = 1 and ρ = 0). For the mammal study, we used the 
HKY + Γ5 substitution model in the calculation of the 
Hessian and gradient in BASEML for the 72 taxa data-
set, with both independent and autocorrelated rates, 
and the aligned molecular dataset in 4 partitions of the 
original publication. As in the original publication, we 
set the birth–death process for uncalibrated nodes to λ = 
μ = 1 and ρ = 0.1; the mean rate prior was set to G(2,40) 
and the σ2 prior to G(1,10). Multiple runs were made 
to check for convergence in both cases (Supplementary 
Figs. S1 and S2). In the case of the mammals, large sam-
ples (60,000) were made of the posterior (thinned at one 
sample every 800 generations) and the first 15,000 were 
then manually discarded. To sample the effective priors 
in all cases, we ran the analyses without data. To pro-
duce Figure 5, we used the methods and code of Budd 
and Mann (2020b) to evaluate the probability of crown-
group origins and expected lineage diversification 
through lineage-through-time (LTT), setting the back-
ground extinction rate to be 0.5/myr following Alroy 
(1999), and the speciation rate was set so as to produce 
an expected 4000 species in the present, commensurate 
in scale with the number of known placental species. To 
produce Figure 6, which shows both stem- and crown-
group diversity through time, we further used the cal-
culations provided by Budd and Mann (2020b) in order 
to obtain the probability distribution of these diversi-
ties, including the effects of the mass extinction.

Animal Origins

The comprehensive study of animal origins by dos 
Reis et al. (2015) used 4 different calibration strategies 
to generate priors for analyses that were run under 
autocorrelated and uncorrelated rate conditions, and 
with a variety of rate partitions in the data. Under this 
wide range of conditions, they recovered dates for the 
origin of the animals between 833 and 650 Ma, and 
bilaterians between 688 and 596 Ma. In contrast, the 
oldest generally accepted animal fossils are younger 

than about 575 Ma (Matthews et al. 2021). It is widely 
accepted that trace fossils younger than 560 Ma repre-
sent at least total-group bilaterians (Budd and Jensen 
2000; Martin et al. 2000; Budd and Mann 2020a); and 
that body (and small carbonaceous) fossils close to the 
base of the Cambrian represent bilaterian clades such 
as total-group chaetognaths (i.e. protoconodonts) or 
scalidophorans (Moczydłowska, et al. 2015; Willman 
and Slater 2021). It has also been argued that the trace 
fossil Treptichnus pedum, which marks the base of the 
Cambrian, but drifts below it, was made by a priapu-
lid-like animal (Vannier et al. 2010; Kesidis et al. 2019). 
A fossil-based date of c. 555–540 Ma for the origin of 
the crown-group bilaterians would thus not be unrea-
sonable. In addition, there is a compelling congru-
ence between the order of appearance of fossils in the 
record and phylogeny (Cunningham et al. 2017; Budd 
and Mann 2020a). A considerable gap, therefore, exists 
between even the youngest molecular clock estimates 
and the fossil record, and the stratigraphic congruence 
with phylogeny makes this gap even more problematic.

Although dos Reis et al. (2015) examine a range of 
different calibration strategies, we will only examine 
the uniform density ones here, for clarity of illustration. 
We note, however, that the basal node of the metazo-
ans as a whole was in each of their 4 cases calibrated 
with a uniform density. Uniform calibration densities 
are in addition extended by “soft” margins at both ends 
in order to account for mistakes in fossil assignment or 
oldest age estimation (Yang and Rannala 2006).

We have used the same dates as dos Reis et al. (2015) 
in our analysis. The soft maximum age used for the 
Metazoa was the maximum age of the Bitter Springs 
exceptionally preserved biota at c. 833 Ma (Benton et 
al. 2015); and the soft maximum for the other 3 nodes 
was the Lantian biota at c. 635 Ma. Since dos Reis et al. 
(2015) was published, the Lantian has been redated to be 
younger than c. 602 ± 8 myr (Yang et al. 2022). In addi-
tion, we do not accept that Kimberella, used as the oldest 
protostome, is in fact a protostome (Budd and Jensen 
2017). Conversely, we would accept the oldest bilateri-
an-style trace fossils as the oldest possible crown-group 
bilaterians at c. 560 Ma (Budd and Mann 2020a). For 
the sake of simplicity again, we are choosing to bracket 
possible dates from other putative early metazoans 
such as the 890 Ma sponge described by Turner (2021), 
although we do not find these compelling.

As noted by dos Reis et al. (2015), the logical necessity 
of clades being younger than the clades they are nested 
within means that initial calibration densities must be 
truncated to form an effective prior. In the case of the 
basal nodes of the animals, this truncation is striking 
(Fig. 1).

As can be seen, in each of the Metazoa, Bilateria, 
Protostomia and Deuterostomia, the effective prior 
has a much older, and, perhaps as importantly, nar-
rower age range than the calibration range. Indeed, 
in all cases apart from the Protostomia, the prior 
assigns less than 5% probability of an age within 20 
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myr of the oldest fossil (dashed lines in Fig. 1). We 
would thus argue that their analyses do not provide 
a convincing test of the hypothesis of the fossil record 
more or less faithfully recording the origin of the ani-
mals; instead, the effective prior structure more or 
less rules out this hypothesis a priori, that is, before 
any molecular data are introduced.

Prior–Posterior Plots: When the Priors and Posteriors Agree

A further reason for finding the above formation of 
effective priors problematic is the known heavy correla-
tion of posterior age estimates with them (e.g. Brown 
and Smith 2018), which we illustrate here by complete 
prior–posterior plots (with the mean and 95% credible 
interval for the effective prior and posterior for each 
node in an analysis) (Fig. 2: c.f. Warnock et al. 2015; 
Parins et al. 2017; Chazot et al. 2019). In the plot of the 
analysis of the focal result (i.e. with independent rates) 
of dos Reis et al. (2015) for uniform priors (Fig. 2a), it 
can be seen that most nodes lie close to or even on the 

line corresponding to a 1:1 match between the prior 
and posterior, and have similar credible intervals. In 
addition, those few nodes that lie far from this line typ-
ically have extremely broad posterior ranges, ranging 
over hundreds of millions of years. The posteriors thus 
either simply reproduce the priors, or are essentially 
uninformative.

We then re-ran the focal analysis of dos Reis et al. 
(2015) but changing a single number, the soft maximum 
age of the Metazoa, to reflect the diversification seen in 
the fossil record, that is, to 580 Ma (Fig. 2b; c.f. Budd 
and Mann 2020a, 2020b). Because of the tree topology, 
the maximum ages of the effective priors on other basal 
nodes will also be truncated to the same age. As can be 
seen, and as expected, the analysis accommodates this 
shift simply by bunching up the earliest nodes, includ-
ing the bilaterians. Once again, there is a close prior–
posterior correspondence.

We thus find, analogous to Brown and Smith (2018), 
that the effective priors, especially those over the max-
imum age, exert an overwhelming influence on the 
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Figure 1. The uniform calibration densities (blue) and subsequent effective priors (red) were used in dos Reis et al. (2015). The oldest fossil 
used for setting the youngest soft limit is marked with a blue dot; the dashed line is 20 myr older than this fossil in each case. Note that the 
Lantian biota, used as a soft maximum age for three of these nodes, has recently been dated to be c. 602 ± 8 Ma (Yang et al. 2022). Note that in 
each case, the effective prior typically assigns little probability to dates near the oldest fossil, or even to dates 20 myr older than it.
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posteriors. A corollary to this is that the molecular 
data are compatible with a wide range of true clade 
ages, including ones faithful to the fossil record, as we 
demonstrate here because clock techniques can only 
ever estimate rate x time and not time independently 
of other parameters (e.g. Britton 2005; dos Reis et al. 
2016).

When the Priors and Posteriors Disagree: the 
Case of the Placental Mammals

The origin of the placental mammals has been exam-
ined by, among others (Álvarez-Carretero et al. 2022). 
This analysis used a huge phylogenomic dataset and 
concluded with strong probability that the crown pla-
cental mammals emerged c. 83.3–77.6 Ma, that is, con-
siderably before the K-Pg boundary at c. 66 Ma. This is 
in stark contrast to analyses such as that of O’Leary et 
al. (2013), which concluded that the crown placentals 
emerged rapidly after the K-Pg boundary.

In the Álvarez-Carretero et al. analysis, a uniform 
calibration for the placentals from the oldest fossil they 
selected at 61.66–162.5 Ma was used, derived, at least 
partly, from previous molecular clock results (Benton et 
al. 2015).

Once again, the calibration to effective prior con-
version in this case is problematic (Fig. 3a), with an 
extreme bias toward older dates of the calibration. 
Sampling the effective prior 1 million times generated 
no dates younger than c. 69 Ma (Fig. 3b). Thus, the 
effective prior assigns a vanishingly low probability 
to the placentals emerging after the K-Pg boundary, 
that is, much less than one in a million (c.f. Brown and 
Smith (2018)). Nevertheless, this is, after all, what the 
fossil record suggests: there are thousands of stem-
group fossils known from before the boundary and no 

uncontroversial crown-group forms; yet a large num-
ber of unambiguous crown group forms appear soon 
after the boundary (Prasad et al. 2010; Springer et al. 
2013; Davies et al. 2017). The prior–posterior plot in this 
case is of particular interest because the posterior of the 
placentals and nodes near it plot far from their respec-
tive priors (Fig. 3c,d). In this instance, the problem is 
not that the prior controls the posterior, but rather that 
the prior is so far from what the data suggest. In other 
words, the “signal” from the prior and the “signal” 
from the data are fundamentally different; and com-
bining two very divergent signals in a Bayesian context 
(Evans and Moshonov 2006) should acknowledge the 
plausible scenario that one or other signal (or both) may 
be systematically erroneous (Cheng et al. 2007). In this 
instance, the effective prior assigns approximately 1 in 
11,000 probability (0.009%) to ages younger than 83 Ma. 
That is, the age eventually presented as the focal esti-
mate for the placental node is one that was considered 
highly unlikely according to the effective prior.

In addition to their focal analysis, Álvarez-Carretero 
et al. (2022) tested the influence of the shape of the fossil 
calibration density on the posterior by using two types 
of truncated Cauchy calibrations (their extended data 
Fig. 2), and showed that when a very sharply defined 
Cauchy calibration was used for the placentals, the 
mean age of appearance was only a few million years 
younger than that of the focal analysis, with the impli-
cation that choice of calibration had only limited influ-
ence. We consider this result to be problematic, however. 
Truncated Cauchy distributions have undefined means 
and variance, as they do not converge, which implies 
that they are very heavy tailed. Indeed, when compar-
ing the focal prior to their “short” truncated Cauchy 
prior, one can see that the Cauchy prior starts assigning 
more probability than the focal prior as deep as c. 93 Ma 
(Fig. 3e,f). In addition, the gap between the placentals 
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Figure 3. a) Calibration to effective prior conversion in the analysis of mammal origins of Álvarez-Carretero et al. (2022). Dashed line: 
K-Pg boundary; blue: uniform calibration range with soft limits; blue dot, oldest fossil; red: effective prior. b) The youngest 300 of one million 
samples of the effective prior, showing the vanishingly low probability of an appearance close to or after the K-Pg boundary. c) The effective 
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and the next deepest node, the Theria, is considerable, 
so that the placentals are effectively the root of the clade. 
In such circumstances, the use of a Cauchy prior is haz-
ardous because it is easy for the posterior to drift deep 
(c.f. Brown and Smith 2018 who report similar effects 
with exponential priors).

Rather than change the type of prior, then, we re-ran 
the analysis using a uniform calibration for the placen-
tals and other deep nodes within them from the age 
of their oldest fossil down to the K-Pg boundary, with 
soft bounds on both ages (Fig. 4). We note that similar 
calibration ranges are used for 11 other nodes in their 
analysis (e.g. Caniformia, Chiroptera, Carnivora, etc). 
Once again, construction of the placental effective prior 
to this calibration density led to a skewed distribution 
almost exactly on the boundary (mean c. 65.53 Ma, hdi 
64.30–66.44 Ma). Under such conditions, the analysis 
recovered a posterior mean age very close to the age 
of the boundary (mean 66.47 Ma, 95% hdi 65.60–68.85 
Ma for uncorrelated runs, and mean 66.55 Ma, 95% hdi 
65.98–68.70 Ma for correlated runs), even when this 
would imply extremely rapid early radiation. In both 
cases, the posterior is compatible with a post-K-Pg ori-
gin of the placentals.

The case of the placental mammals is instructive 
because although their emergence before the K-Pg 
boundary is widely accepted, there are strong theo-
retical and empirical grounds for thinking that they 
really emerged after it. The first is provided by the lin-
eage-through-time (LTT) plot (Fig. 5a). As can be seen, 
when the placental emergence is placed where Álvarez-
Carretero et al. (2022) suggest it is (i.e. c. 80 Ma), the 
subsequent lineages rapidly increase across the K-Pg 
boundary with no apparent perturbation. However, it 
is clear that the mammals were subject to an extremely 
severe extinction at this point, with numbers up to 95% 
of species extinction being suggested (Longrich et al. 
2016). The slope of the LTT plot is equal to the rate of 
speciation (λ) multiplied by the probability of survival 

to the present. Under homogeneous conditions of con-
stant speciation and extinction, the probability of sur-
vival to the present stays fairly constant until close to 
the present (Budd and Mann 2018). However, when 
these conditions are punctuated by mass extinctions, 
the survival probability is substantially greater after 
the mass extinction than before, typically leading to 
an increase in the rate of lineage creation at that point 
(Budd and Mann 2020b). For the LTT plot to pass 
unperturbed through the extinction would imply that 
there must be an immediate and sustained decrease in 
speciation rate after the mass extinction that exactly 
balances the increase in survival probability, such that 
lineages continue to be produced at the same rate. This 
is inherently implausible and unparsimonious, and the 
more logical expectation is that the break of slope that 
is clearly seen in the LTT plot of Álvarez-Carretero et 
al. (2022) should occur not just before, but at the mass 
extinction (Budd and Mann 2020b). Furthermore, the 
probability of the crown group forming is, in general, at 
its lowest just before a mass extinction. This is a direct 
consequence of the difficulty of coalescence past a mass 
extinction. Thus although an earlier MCMCTree analy-
sis (Liu et al. 2017) reported “uninterrupted” diversifi-
cation of placental mammals across the boundary, this 
is both theoretically implausible and contradicted by 
the fossil record.

The emergence of the crown group, and the effect 
of mass extinctions, can be modeled using birth–
death modeling (Lambert and Stadler 2013; Budd and 
Mann 2020b). A crown group can logically emerge 
either before or after a large mass extinction, but it is 
most likely to do so either early on in the history of 
the total group or just after the mass extinction (Fig. 
5b). What is more if the crown group forms before 
the mass extinction we still expect to see a sharp 
increase in the rate of lineage creation immediately 
after the mass extinction, creating an inflection point 
in the LTT plot at 66 Ma (Fig. 5c–e), which is notably 
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the K-Pg boundary, with soft limits. a) The effective prior and the posteriors for uncorrelated and autocorrelated runs for the placental node. b) 
prior–posterior plot for the mammals run with an autocorrelated rate model. c) Prior–posterior plot for the mammals run with an uncorrelated 
log-normal rates model. Note that under such conditions, the posteriors return to plotting broadly along the 1:1 prior–posterior line and that 
the molecular evidence provides no compelling evidence for a pre-K-Pg boundary emergence of the placentals.
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Figure 5. a) The central LTT plot of Álvarez-Carretero et al. (2022) for 72 taxa, showing the origin of the crown-group placentals. Note that 
in their dating, the LTT plot passes unperturbed through the K-Pg boundary, despite the very high rates of mammalian extinction at that point. 
(b–e) Birth–death models and mass extinctions. Here, a clade commencing at c. 130 Ma, and diversifying to give rise to c. 4000 living species 
with a background extinction rate of 0.5/myr passes through a mass extinction of 95% at 66 Ma. b) The probability of the crown group forming 
through time. c) The LTT plot when the crown group emerges at c. 125 Ma (the blue dot indicates the oldest possible crown-group fossil age). 
d) The same, but for an emergence at the focal time of Álvarez-Carretero et al. (2022). e) The same, but for crown-group emergence just after the 
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absent in the results of Álvarez-Carretero et al. (2022). 
In simple terms, this is because, in retrospect, lin-
eages reflect the routes to modern-day survivors; and 
clearly, a species living just after a mass extinction is 
much more likely to lead to modern-day survivors 
than one living just before.

As well as exploring the LTT plot morphology, it is 
also possible to produce heat maps using the method 
of Budd and Mann (2020b) (Fig. 6) for stem- and 
crown-group diversity through time for each of the 
scenarios of Fig. 5c–e. These are based on the calcu-
lation of the distribution of stem- and crown-group 
diversity at any point during a diversification for 
given speciation and extinction rates and can include 
the effects of mass extinctions. These reveal a further 
difficulty in reconciling the estimates of molecular 

clocks with the established fossil record. As noted 
above, there are no uncontroversial crown-group pla-
centals older than 66 Ma, but there are thousands of 
uncontroversial stem-group placental fossils before 
this K-Pg boundary. As shown in Figure 6, if the 
crown group of placentals emerged very early, or 
at c. 80 Ma, we would in both these cases expect a 
substantial diversification of the crown group before 
the K-Pg boundary, comparable to the stem diversity 
at the same time. Given the preservation of stem-
group placentals during this interval, it is natural to 
ask where the crown-group fossils are (Davies et al. 
2017). Conversely, if the crown-group forms imme-
diately after the K-Pg mass extinction, the expected 
abundance of stem and crown groups through time 
closely matches the known distribution of fossils.
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Calibration Density Truncation and its Meaning

In principle, a relaxed molecular clock should pro-
vide an unbiased (if broad) estimate of the age of a 
clade, if all the conditions of the model assumptions 
are met. However, one important such condition is the 
tree prior. In packages such as BEAST (Drummond et 
al. 2012) and FBDP in RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016) 
(implementing the fossilized birth-death process), a 
birth–death process tree prior can be used. No tree prior 
is used in MCMCTree on nodes that have a fossil cali-
bration. Nevertheless, there is an implicit model for how 
the tree should look, and this is reflected in the conver-
sion of the calibration densities into the effective priors 
(for the mathematics of a simple case, see Inoue et al. 
2010). When the oldest fossils of several nested deep 
clades are temporally close, and yet a deep maximum 
age is imposed both on the tree as a whole and on these 
nodes, then the resulting effective priors will be spread 
out evenly throughout the possible range. However, 
there are at least three good reasons for thinking that 
the bunching up of the nested clades (i.e. a rapid early 
radiation) as suggested by the fossils in both cases stud-
ied here is a real phenomenon: (i) modern taxa are typi-
cally under-sampled, either randomly or (especially) by 
“diversified sampling” (Höhna et al. 2011; Matschiner 
2019), which has the effect of artificially lengthening the 
time between successive later nodes; (ii) true diversi-
ty-dependent diversification or other ecological effects 
will produce early lineages faster-than-expected com-
pared to later ones (Moen and Morlon 2014); (iii) clades 
that are larger than expected given their diversifica-
tion parameters (the “large clade effect”) will generate 
an essentially identical effect (Budd and Mann 2018, 
2020b). In each case, the early nodes of a clade will 
appear faster than later ones. Rapid appearance of early 
fossils is prima facie evidence of such of at least points (ii) 
and (iii). In effect, the models used in molecular clock 
software are strongly biased against early rapid lineage 
radiations, even though we expect these to be common, 
either by construction (point (i)) above) or in reality 
(points (ii)) and (iii)). While a strict molecular clock may 
be able to overcome this bias, with enough data (Budd 
and Mann 2020a) a relaxed clock clearly cannot. Indeed, 
our contention here is that if a clade really evolved 
quickly in this way, the clock could never recover this 
unless the priors were chosen to very closely reproduce 
the fossil record, which would largely obviate the need 
for the clock analysis.

Discussion

In this contribution, we have considered two stud-
ies of well-known and controversial radiations, that 
of the animals and the placentals within the mammals 
(dos Reis et al. 2015; Álvarez-Carretero et al. 2022). In 
the first case, the posteriors largely reproduce the pri-
ors, and in the second, some are at complete odds with 

them. In both cases, the studies concluded with a very 
high probability that the clades in question originated 
well before their fossil record commenced. However, 
we conclude from our analyses that relaxed molecular 
clocks in these cases do not provide a reliable way of 
estimating the ages of clades, because (i) deep nodes 
tend to have effective priors with mean ages much 
older than the raw calibration densities would suggest; 
(ii) such priors assign virtually no probability close to 
the fossil record, which implies that these clock analy-
ses are not testing the hypothesis that the fossil record 
might be an accurate reflection of evolutionary events; 
(iii) simply changing the maximum age on the root 
calibration density can have very significant effects on 
basal node posterior age inference; (iv) in general, there 
is a strong dependence of the posterior estimates on the 
effective priors. In principle, the posterior of a Bayesian 
analysis should refine the prior, that is, lie within, but be 
narrower than the range of the prior, and this is not fully 
the case in either of our two examples here. In addi-
tion, the problematic way in which the effective priors 
are specified means that even if this were the case, the 
molecular clock analysis still would not give the correct 
answer. Overall, the clear implication is that the molecu-
lar part of the analysis does not allow us to distinguish 
between different times of origin of the clade, and thus 
does not contradict the general picture provided by the 
fossil record.

The explosive post-Cretaceous model for placental 
mammal origins has been deprecated, partly on the 
grounds of the alleged too-rapid rates of molecular 
evolution that must be inferred for the earliest branches 
(Springer et al. 2013). In addition, in order to fit in the 
several lineage-production events between the bound-
ary and the first putative diagnosable in-group mem-
bers of the placentals (Springer et al. 2013), several 
speciation events must have occurred in a few hundred 
of thousand years at a rate much higher than normally 
used in birth–death models. However, there is no good 
reason to think that speciation (or extinction) or indeed 
molecular substitutions are really Poisson distributed 
(Gillespie 1984; Rannala and Yang 2007; Lee et al. 2013), 
and it is entirely plausible that all these rates could 
be much higher than the long-term mean when short 
intervals are considered. This should be seen in the con-
text that crown-group formation is inherently unlikely 
shortly before mass extinctions (Budd and Mann 
2020b), and that no uncontroversial crown-group pla-
cental fossils have been found older than 66 Ma. Thus, it 
is unclear what the grounds really are for thinking that 
placentals emerged before the boundary; and there are 
several sound reasons for thinking they emerged after 
it.

Bayesian molecular clock analyses are popular 
because they can be run on large datasets and can 
take into account many uncertainties by setting pri-
ors over them. However, the calibrations, and, in par-
ticular, the priors that arise from them, are typically 
not biologically informed (e.g., in general, they do 
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not reflect what is known about the dynamics of radi-
ations or the effect of mass extinctions), and we show 
here and elsewhere (e.g. Budd and Mann 2020b) that 
these factors are very important in understanding 
the timing of origins of clades, and thus should be 
considered as part of any “total evidence” approach 
(Ronquist et al. 2016). Dependence of posterior esti-
mates on the priors, and the problems of range trun-
cations have been shown for other clades (Prum et al. 
2015; Moody et al. 2022) and other software as well 
as the MCMCTree examples examined here (Lee et al. 
2013; Field et al. 2020; Sauquet et al. 2022), strongly 
suggesting that the issues we raise here are wide-
spread, and not confined to just MCMCTree analy-
ses (Chazot et al. 2019). In other words, we believe 
that the problems we identified in the two studies we 
examined are typical of relaxed molecular clock anal-
yses in general. We suggest that, at the minimum, 
complete prior–posterior plots should be included in 
molecular clock analyses as a matter of routine, so 
that the total contribution of the calibrations, priors, 
and molecular data can be readily seen. Even so, we 
believe that our results must cast severe doubt on 
all relaxed clock outcomes that substantially pre-
date well-established fossil records, including those 
affected by mass extinctions.

As noted above, we regard the age of a clade as an 
empirical matter, and thus any estimate should and 
must be open to refinement or even refutation from evi-
dence. Furthermore, we regard the fossil record in itself 
as providing evidence for such timings, albeit of highly 
varying quality. We would thus dissent, for example, 
from the recently expressed view about angiosperm 
origins that because molecular clock estimates are not 
reliable, we thus have no real idea about when they 
emerged (Sauquet et al. 2022). The ingrained idea that 
the fossil record can only start after a long and unpre-
dictable “lag” period or “phylogenetic fuse” (Cooper 
and Fortey 1998; Cavalier-Smith 2017; Marshall 2019) 
has been criticized on various grounds (Budd and 
Mann 2020b), but seems to be the basis for the relative 
insouciance with which large gaps between clocks and 
fossils are accepted. When the fossil record is of high 
quality, with large numbers of fossils from geographi-
cally widespread localities, as is the case for the clades 
we are considering here, then to posit an origin much 
before the fossil record commences would require the 
addition of more empirical evidence. In the absence of 
evidence of this sort, though, the positing of large gaps 
in the fossil record, especially when they are well out-
side those suggested by stratigraphic confidence inter-
vals (Strauss and Sadler 1989; Marshall 1997), appears 
to be an unnecessary hypothesis that requires inevitable 
appeals to ad hoc explanations, which although com-
mon in the literature, cannot be general phenomena. In 
this light, molecular clock analyses should in our view 
attempt to test the fossil record derived date hypothe-
sis, and they cannot do this if they assign vanishingly 
small prior probabilities to the eventuality that the fos-
sil record is broadly correct even before the molecular 

evidence is considered (Brown and Smith 2018); nor are 
they useful if they are compatible with both deep and 
shallow origins of clades, as we show here for the ani-
mals and placentals.

Supplementary Material

Data available from the Dryad Digital Repository: 
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.rv15dv4b4.
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